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Which recommendations should you follow to optimize BW query performance? Note:
There are 3 correct answers to this question
 
 
A. Use fewer drill-down characteristics in the initial view  
B. Use characteristic filters that overlap  
C. Use exclude functions in the restricted key figures  
D. Use mandatory characteristic value variables  
E. Use include functions in the restricted key figures. 
 

Answer: A,D,E

Explanation:  

•A. Use fewer drill-down characteristics in the initial view: This can improve the query

performance by reducing the amount of data that needs to be transferred and displayed at

the start of the query execution. The user can drill down to more details later if needed1. 

•D. Use mandatory characteristic value variables: This can improve the query performance

by restricting the data selection to a smaller set of values that are relevant for the user. The

user can also change the variable values later if needed1. 

•E. Use include functions in the restricted key figures: This can improve the query

performance by avoiding unnecessary calculations and aggregations that are done when

using exclude functions. Include functions are also more efficient than selections or

restricted key figures when filtering data1. 

References: 

•2 https://blogs.sap.com/2015/04/20/query-performance-optimisation-tips-in-bw-73/ 

•1 https://blogs.sap.com/2022/02/02/query-performance-optimization-in-bw-few-tips/ 

•3 https://help.sap.com/doc/00f68c2e08b941f081002fd3691d86a7/2022.12/en-

us/0471d0ecea4e4677ba29d9ac1496c24c.html 

•4 https://blogs.sap.com/2021/06/02/sap-bw-4hana-performance-optimization-part-i/ 

 

 

 

 

What are the prerequisites for deleting master data (for example, cost centers) in SAP
BW/4HANA? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question.
 
A. There must be no BW analysis authorizations defined thta use any of the cost centers 
B. There must be no transaction data referring to the cost centers 
C. There must be no hierarchy for the cost centers 

Question No : 1
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D. There must be no BW query that uses cost cenetr as a free characteristics. 
 

Answer: B,C

 

 

Which development object needs to be built to generate an HDI Container?
 
A. Package 
B. HDB module 
C. SQL script procedure 
D. Space 
 

Answer: B

 

 

The Database Explorer in the Web IDE for SAP HANA proveides a data file improt wizard
to create a table in SAP HANA from a flat file. What are possible actions adter the system
suggests the target structure?? Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question.
 
A. Change the order of the fields in the target table 
B. Switch the table type between row store and column store 
C. Define sorting properties for a target table field 
D. Adjust the suggested data type of the target table fileds 
E. Map InfoObjetcs to fields in the target tavle 
 

Answer: A,B,D

 

 

You defined a condition in a BW query for the top 10 of 100 customers based on sales
revenue (key figure of aggregation type Sum) If you keep the default settings of the BW
query, what is presented regarding the result rows?
 
A. Only one result row with the sales revenue sum of all 100 customers 
B. Only one result row with the sales revenue sum of the top 10 customers 
C. One result row with the saled revenue sum of the top 10 customers and a second result
row with the sales revenue sum of the other 90 customers 

Question No : 3

Question No : 4

Question No : 5
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D. One result row with the saled revenue sum of the top 10 customers and a second result
row with the sales revenue sum of the other 100 customers 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Which features does SAP Analysis for Microsoft Office provide? Note: There are 3 correct
answers to this question.
 
A. Changing context menu entries 
B. Dragging measures in and out of the report 
C. Displaying data simultaneously in a table and a chart 
D. Including more than one data source 
E. Creating bookmarks for a navigation state 
 

Answer: B,C,D

 

 

 
 
"How does SAP position SAP Data Warehouse Cloud in supporting business users?"
 
 
A. Business users can maintain process chains from SAP BW/4HANA dataflows 
B. Business users can create agile models from different sources 
C. Business users can allocate system resources without IT involvement 
D. Business users can generate SQL code that is pushed to SAP BW/4HANA. 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: SAP Data Warehouse Cloud is a cloud-based data service that enables

business users to create agile models from different sources and access data in real time.

Business users can use the graphical user interface or the SQL editor to create data

models, join data from various sources, and enrich data with business semantics. Business

users can also use SAP Analytics Cloud to visualize and analyze data from SAP Data

Warehouse Cloud. SAP Data Warehouse Cloud supports business users by providing self-

service capabilities, pre-built business content, and flexible consumption options.

References: 123 
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You want to build an SAP HANA HDI calculation view of data category CUBE, but you get
the "no measure defined" error. For the business requirement, a measure does not make
sense. Besides changing the data category to DIMENSION, what do you have to do?
 
A. Switch from an aggregation node to a star join node 
B. Switch from an aggregation node to a projection node 
C. Switch form a projection node to an aggregation node 
D. Switch from a projection node to a star join node 
 

Answer: B

 

 

You want to add a Source System of type Big Data in SAP BW/4HANA. Which adapters
can you use to reference the remote source system? Note: There are 2 correct answers to
this question.
 
A. IQ (ODBC) adapter 
B. SAP HANA Adapter 
C. Spark SQL Adapter 
D. SAP Vora ODBC adapter 
 

Answer: C,D

 

 

What are benefits of using an InfoSource in a data flow? Note: There are 2 correct answers
to this question.
 
A. Reducing the numer of transformations for scenarios with many sources and targets 
B. Connecting sequetial trnsformartions in the data flow without storing the data again 
C. Reducing the numer od data transfer processes (DTP) 
D. Storing the extraction delta information of the data source file 
 

Answer: C,D

 

Question No : 8

Question No : 9

Question No : 10
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For which requirements do you suggest an SAP HANA modeling focus rather that an SAP
BW/4HANA modeling focus?? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question.
 
A. Enhance existing SAP HANA content models 
B. Report on a harmonized set of master data 
C. Load snapshots or deltas from different sources on a periodic basis 
D. Leverage SQL in-house knowledge 
 

Answer: A,D

 

 

Which SAP BW/4HANA objetcs can be used as sources of a data transfer process (DTP)?
Note: There are 3 correct answers to this
 
question.
 
A. InfoSource 
B. Open Hub Destination 
C. DataStore Objetc (advanced) 
D. CompositeProvider 
E. SAP HANA Analysis Process 
 

Answer: C,D,E

 

 

You are involved in an SAP BW/4HANA project focusin on General Ledger reporting and
want to use the SAP ERP Estandar DataSource oFI_GL_14 (New GL Items). Which
transactions can be used to activate this DataSource? Note: There are 2 correct answers
to this question.
 
A. Transaction RSA1 (BI Content) in the SAP BW/4HANA system 
B. Transaction RSA5 (Installation of DataSource from Business Content) in the SAP
source system 
C. Transaction RS02 (Maintain Generic DataSource) in the SAP source system 
D. Transaction ODQMON (Monitor Delta Queues) in the SAP Source system 
 

Answer: A,B

Question No : 11

Question No : 12

Question No : 13
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What are the reasons for implementing CompositeProviders? Note: There are 2 correct
answers to this question.
 
A. To store snapshots for reporting 
B. To provide an interface for BW queries 
C. To persist combined data for reporting 
D. To provide a virtual data mart layer 
 

Answer: B,D

 

 

Which interface do you use to create a BW InfoObjet with access type "SAP HANA view!?
 
A. BW moedling perspective in SAP HANA studio 
B. SAP HANA modeler perspective in SAP HANA studio 
C. Embedded SAP GUI in SAP HANA studio 
D. SAP Web IDE for SAP HANA 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Which data deletion options are offered for a standard DataStore object (advanced)? Note:
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
 
A. Deletion of all data from active table only 
B. Request-based data deletion 
C. Selective deletion of data 
D. Deletion of data from all tables 
E. Selection deletion incluiding data of subsequent targets 
 

Answer: A,B,C

 

 

Question No : 14

Question No : 15

Question No : 16

Question No : 17
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Which source types are available to create a generic DataSource in SAP ERP? Note:
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
 
A. ABAP class method 
B. Database view 
C. HDI Calculation View 
D. ABAP function module 
E. SAP query 
 

Answer: B,D,E

 

 

Using SAP HANA as modeling focus, you want to combine data from different sources.
Which techniques can you use? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question.
 
A. BAPIs (Business Application Programming Inetrface) 
B. Calculation views 
C. AMDPs (ABAP Manged Database Procedures) 
D. Stored procedures 
 

Answer: B,D

 

 

What is the maximum number of characteristics that can be used for a multi-dimensional
exception aggregation in a BW query?
 
A. 7 
B. 10 
C. 3 
D. 5 
 

Answer: D

 

 

In the Web IDE for SAP HANA workspace, you have imported a project including an HDB
module with calculation views. What do you need to do in the project sittings before you

Question No : 18

Question No : 19

Question No : 20
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can successfully build the HDB module?
 
A. Enter an organization 
B. Reset the project type 
C. Assign a space 
D. Define a package 
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  

 

 

What is required before you can integrate an HDI Calculation View (data category

Dimension) into another HDI Calculation View (data category Cube with Star Join) of the

same HDI container?"  

 

 

A. Create a synonym for the HDI Calculation View (data category Dimension).  

B. Build the design time file of the HDI Calculation View (data category Dimension) to

generate a runtime object.  

C. Create a synonym for the HDI Calculation View (data category with Star Join).  

D. Build the runtime object of the HDI Calculation View (data category Cube with Star Join)

to generate a design time file. 

 

Answer: B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You open an SAP Analysis for Microsoft Office workbook. On which Design Panel tabs can
you verify the filter values? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question.
 
A. Analysis 
B. Components 
C. Information 
D. Design Rules 
 

Answer: A,C

 

Question No : 21
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